1. **Full name of your Program Work Team (PWT):** Sustainable Landscapes-Horticulture PWT

2. **Please identify your PWT’s greatest accomplishments over the past year.**

Our activities aim to help coordinate the Cornell Cooperative Extension's county network of more than 60 commercial and community horticulture educators and 2,000 CCE Master Gardener Volunteers to connect with New York State green industry professionals, 7 million gardening households, and agencies serving children and youth to build economic vitality and advance environmental and scientific literacy while promoting human well-being and opportunities for successful gardening experiences.

Our greatest accomplishment in 2016 was connecting with campus based faculty and enhancing our sharing across county programs. In April, we held a daylong workshop on campus that brought together 15 county educators and 22 campus-based faculty and staff members to exchange resources. This face-to-face meeting was a spring board for developing the CCE Horticulture Resource Sharing Library in Cornell box. This growing library is a place to post resources (including locally produced press articles, factsheets and PowerPoint presentations) that have been created by campus or county based programs and are open for use by other in our CCE network. Already this library is helping minimize the inefficiencies associated with producing similar materials in isolation and we have hopes that this interface will help us identify common interests and peer review groups. There are currently more than 30 collaborators working on the library. Our PWT also host monthly web-based calls to discuss emerging issues in horticulture and plan joint programs. Through our PWT e-list we also provide a weekly update about new resources, projects and professional development opportunities. All CCE campus and county educator are invited to collaborate on our library project, participate in monthly calls and be on our e-list. Contact our PWT to join any of our efforts at whatever level you are available.